SLIDING SASH WINDOW HARDWARE

Although not designed or manufactured by Turnstyle Designs we are able to supply a full range of sliding sash window hardware in our range of finishes or co-ordinating finishes. All sash window products are sourced from long established English manufacturers and where possible are finished by Turnstyle Designs to match our range perfectly. Where it is not possible to finish the product ourselves we will recommend the best co-ordinating finish.

Typical timber sliding sash window

SASH LIFTS
Generally 2 lifts per sash required. For narrow windows (250mm or less) 1 lift fitted centrally may be acceptable.

SASH FASTENERS
Used to latch sash windows closed and for securing in place. 1 fastener fitted centrally is generally specified, however some windows may require 2 fasteners based on the width and condition of the window. Lockable and Narrow Stile options are available.

SASH STOPS
Sash stops restrict a sash window from opening and can also be used to lock a sash window open for ventilation. 2 stops are required for each window, 1 fitted on each side.